United minds of America
Make your vocal chords reach the clouds and
Touch the crowd of folks that over-stand
there's no jokes
We must network together as one and
Tell the oppressor we'll take no less than
Total justice a social setting yo I'm bettin'
We can stop new world order
Start servin' liberty may I take your order

Free political prisoners without no question
Let's give props where due
If it was you wouldn't you want to know
That someone cares for what you do so let's show
Political prisoners, homeless humans, organization, various movements
That the people in America have some discipline
To act on their belief therefore stress activism
Although you are only one person
If for truth you still thirst well thirst then
Make the difference by joining
Some organization or some movement...

... Do you know about the Panthers,
The MOVE organization, Kwame Nkrumah, the
Zulu nation or just Nikes and Pumas?

— "I was a member of the Communist Party
I'm not a member of the Communist Party, anymore
But I still consider myself very much a socialist
So we'll get to that later"
— But it's a hot night
Let's talk about the sign of the times
Politics and the plight of a revolutionary soul singer
It's a hot night
Head down to the club
For the piña coladas without the alcohol
And let's talk about the world, y'all
— "And Nike has a factory in Ho Chi Minh City"
— Fuck the first bitch
That ever asks me to buy her some dumb shit
Come on
Niggas be fighting
For Jordans they can't afford
Bought in a store
Costing more than a hundred, yeah
Capitalism got 'em trapped in a vision
That ya love to watch way more than a sunset

Join the party, fist in the air
Everybody for the
Revolutionary soul singer
Side to side
Third eye on the prize
Well take a ride with the
Revolutionary soul singer
Give the seeds what they need to breath
It's the revolutionary
Soul singer
L. Emotions and Social Movements

   Sociology of social movements started out explicitly focusing on emotion.
   a. Mackay, The MADNESS of Crowds (1841)
      Both LeBon and Robert Park (The Crowd) 1892, 1903 focused on “contagion” and an inability to control one’s inner states
   b. Mass society theory (1930-40s) shows the first turn away from emotion, describing how the masses can be manipulated through extremism, but were drone-like in their cultish expressions
   c. Throughout the 20th century, though, there was a turn away from analysis of emotion.

2. By the 1970s social movement theory explicitly focused on emotionless aspects of movements
   a. RAT (Rational Action Theory)
      Resource Mobilization
   b. Political Process Theory

3. Goodwin suggests that we should avoid the dichotomy of emotion and rationality: they are not opposites, but can be complementary. A “return to the repressed” (emotions) can be seen in:
   a. feminist scholarship of today
   b. the general “cultural turn” of 21st century sociology
   c. recent focus of sociologists on the investigation of the self.
   In other words, there has been a return to the explanation of social movements utilizing ideas that have been characterized as social-psychological.